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enjoy being taught by a variety of instructors and would
try all of them. I have heard good things about Larry
Poulin who has taught drivers in the U.S. and in Europe.
The future of driving and thus of our club rests in the
hands of instructors so that people who are interested can
learn the sport. I am happy to refer people to Terry and
others who can help them get started.
We are expecting to have the Christmas party at the race
track again if they are organized enough.
So we are having a busy productive year despite the poor
weather and I hope you all participate and enjoy.
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SMART PHONES REALLY CAN
MAKE YOU SMARTER!

Presidents Message
After a late start due to the weather, the driving season
has definitely picked up. There was a much enjoyed
drive and social at Upper Canada Village. Then,
recently, Ian and Mary Mulligan hosted a wonderful day
of driving at their perfectly groomed farm. The trail was
in good condition with all the rocks and roots painted
and made for a very pleasant trot through the
woods. Margaret Monnelly designed a great cones
course with a very challenging serpentine that Panda
quite liked. In fact my horse loved the whole day.
We are looking forward to a drive at a new location near
Carsonby on the 11th. It sounds like there are very
interesting trails and it is relatively dry.
The clinic that Terry Olmstead has worked so hard on
over the summer since the first one had to be cancelled is
going ahead on the 15th to 17th of Sept. This Nicole
Cable clinic will replace the Jeff Kohler one.
There is a planned social drive at Fairstead stables on the
14th of Oct. Since there is a gap in October we are
asking the members through a survey if they would like
to have another social drive at the farm of Val Everson
on or about Oct. 4. I hope the members respond well to
this survey as it will help the directors plan for the
future.
We are fortunate in having such great clinicians
available to us and that is why we are asking the
membership to tell us which of a number of possible
ones you might be willing to support. Personally, I

by Sharon Bartlett
Or rather, the podcasts that you listen to on your smart
phones can make you smarter. This even applies to
horse people! I have been a long time listener to audio
books – with a 3 hour commute to and from work each
day, I listened to many books to pass the time. My
husband has listened to podcasts for years and was
always sharing the information he’d learned. Although I
enjoyed the stories and tidbits, his podcasts weren’t for
me. Then one day a few years ago, I had a lightbulb
moment when it occurred to me that there might be a
podcast that I was interested in as well. So, as usual
these days, I “Googled” it. I really hit the jackpot when
I found the Horse Radio Network (HRN).
The Horse Radio Network is the brainchild of Glenn, the
Geek. He is not a horse expert; in fact, he calls himself a
“horse husband” although he is a driver. In the various
shows, he shares his passion for horses and people. He
is fun to listen to and believes his shows should be
entertaining first and educational second. And they are
certainly both! The show includes entertaining
conversation, guests, numerous regular horse related
segments, listener call ins, contests and more.
Glenn and Helena Bee started with the Stable Scoop
Radio show in 2008 and today Glenn and his wife,
Jennifer, have grown their network to nine shows and
are adding some weekend shows this year. The
popularity of the shows they produce is reflected in the
tremendous growth of the Horse Radio Network, now
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with over 40,000 unique monthly downloads in over 42
countries, and 800 guest interviews on the various shows
in the last two years alone!
There are general shows about horses – Stable Scoop,
Horses in the Morning, Equestrian Legends, and specific
discipline specific shows – the Dressage Radio Show,
the Driving Radio Show, and more.
The shows are easy to listen to by downloading the
episodes either to your computer or smart phone (either
Apple or Android).
There is even a Facebook page for Auditors. Although
all of the podcasts are free to listen to, they have devised
a way in which some of us listeners can contribute a
small amount to the shows and hopefully keep them
going for many years to come. We have our own
Facebook page where we can ask each other questions,
hear bloopers, and just generally keep in touch.
It’s great. You can listen to the podcasts when you’re
cleaning stalls, driving from place to place, planting or
cleaning garlic (we grow a lot of garlic – over 31,000
plants this year). I listen to a lot of shows when doing
garlic. The only time I don’t listen is when I’m riding.
Then I listen to music from artists like Templeton
Tompkins, Mary Ann Kennedy and Kristyn Harris – all
of whom I discovered while listening to Horses in the
Morning.
Their current lineup consists of the following shows:
1. Horses in the Morning
2. The Dressage Radio Show
3. The Driving Radio Show
4. The Horsemanship Radio Show
5. The Stable Scoop Radio Show
6. Healthy Critters Radio
7. Horse Tip Daily
8. Equestrian Legends
9. The Eventing Radio Show
1. Horses in the Morning is a live show, allowing
listeners to participate interactively with hosts Glenn
and eventer Jamie Jennings, produced Monday to
Friday from 9 – 1030 am EST. It is a lively,
entertaining look at the horse world and the people
in it. They talk about EVERYTHING horse related
in any and all disciplines. They cover events and
news from all over the world in segments like the
Wacky World of Horses with Leslie Wylie, the
European Report with Horse and Country TV,
interviews with the folks at Woodbine Race track in
Toronto, Ontario, and with Lisa Marie Kelly in
Alaska and the star of the Ice Road Truckers.
Probably the most popular segment is the Really Bad
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Ads half hour on Friday mornings. Listeners send in
horse or other ads that they have found that are
really bad – spelling, punctuation or just plain
bizarre. The best (the worst one) wins a prize.
I have never listened to a show where I didn’t learn
something. For example, my once very obese Fjord is
now in much better shape after listening to Wendy Ying
talk about all of the health related issues that can affect
obese horses. I even learned of a recipe for deep fried
cranberries!
On Tuesdays and Thursdays there are special shows
hosted once a month by experts/competitors about their
particular sport.
On the first Tuesday of every month, The Horses in the
Morning Jumping Edition is hosted by Ece
Equestrian’s Emily Thompson and Jamie Jennings and
covers all things in equestrian jumping around the world.
On the second Tuesday of every month, the American
Endurance Ride Conference (AERC) sponsors The
Endurance Show hosted by Karen Chaton. She brings a
wealth of knowledge from her thousands of hours in the
saddle having completed the incredible 100 mile, one
day Tevis Cup on numerous occasions. Karen
interviews experts and other competitors for their advice
and guidance for our horses and ourselves.
Other very interesting monthly episodes include: the
Certified Horsemanship Asso-ciation (CHA) on the third
Tuesday of every month; Women in Rodeo on the fourth
Tuesday of every month; Aussie Day, hosted by Fiona
Dearing from Australia, on the first Thursday of every
month; on the second Thursday of every month, Mary
Kitzmiller joins Glenn for training tips including things
like how to avoid being mugged by your horse; and on
the third Thursday of every month, the North American
Trail Ride Conference (NATRC) hosted by Alice
Yovich talks about the ins and outs of trail riding in
North America.
2. The Dressage Radio Show is a weekly 45 to 60
minute show on Fridays hosted by Reese Koffler
Stanfield and Philip Parks (a Canadian). They not
only discuss the news and upcoming events in the
world of Dressage but also have tons of information
and tips for improving yourself, your riding and your
horse. Once a month the show is hosted by the Para
Dressage Association. The Dres-sage Radio show is
probably the most technical show in terms of giving
riders information about the fundamentals of the
sport.
3. The Driving Radio Show is a weekly show hosted
by Glenn and Dr. Wendy Ying. Dr. Ying is a
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veterinarian who also practices Chinese Medicine.
This show is “dedicated to the thrill of carriage
driving” but also has some added gems like Wendy’s
Chinese Medicine section, and David Saunders’
monthly show. David Saunders was the coachman
for Prince Philip and his segment usually includes an
interview with Gloria Austin who has a carriage
museum in Florida. I learned that there is a
Ringling Brothers’ Circus museum in Florida so the
next time I’m there; I definitely plan to see that. The
Dressage Radio Show and the Driving Radio Show
are two favorites due to the fact that I’m a dressage
rider and a would-be driver.
Horse Tip Daily is a exactly what it says, a short, 5
to 10 minute segment, hosted daily by Coach Jenn,
which delivers a different horse tip and information
every day from experts around the world.
The Horsemanship Radio Show is a twice monthly
production hosted by Debbie Roberts Loucks.
Debbie is very entertaining and dedicated to bringing
the best techniques for good horsemanship and
information about training and gentling horses from
around the world. Debbie occasionally inter-views
her dad, Monty Roberts, and he sometimes talks
about his on-line university where you can find tips
and tricks that are really incredible.
The Healthy Critters Radio Show is the newest
show in the line-up and it isn’t about horses. It is
produced twice a month and hosted by Pati Pierucci
and Tigger Montague who say they are hopeless
animal lovers who want to share their experience
and knowledge.
The Stable Scoop Radio Show was the very first
show and the start of the Network (eight years ago),
hosted weekly on Fridays by Helena Bee and Glenn.
This show is a real hoot giving the “scoop” on a
different equine related topic every week.
Equestrian Legends is a set of 30 interviews with
individuals who have shaped the horse world in their
fields thereby becoming legends in their own
lifetimes.
The Eventing Radio Show is hosted by Samantha
Clark and Jess Montgomery. They take a weekly
look at the news, issues and players involved in the
world of eventing around the world.
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There you will find a step by step tutorial to guide you
through the process, whether you are using an iPhone or
android phone or your computer. I hope I have inspired
a few of you to have a listen and that you find these
shows as informative and entertaining as I do.
Happy riding or driving!
**Only horse people would spend hundreds of
dollars on a show for a $2 ribbon.

Mark Twain On Harnessing A Pair
From Mark Twain, A Tramp Abroad
So much for one European fashion. Every country has its
own ways. It may interest the reader to know how they
"put horses to" on the continent. The man stands up the
horses on each side of the thing that projects from the
front end of the wagon, and then throws the tangled mess
of gear forward through a ring, and hauls it aft, and
passes the other thing through the other ring and hauls it
aft on the other side of the other horse, opposite to the
first one, after crossing them and bringing the loose end
back, and then buckles the other thing underneath the
horse, and takes another thing and wraps it around the
thing I spoke of before, and puts another thing over each
horse's head, with broad flappers to it to keep the dust
out of his eyes, and puts the iron thing in his mouth for
him to grit his teeth on, uphill, and brings the ends of
these things aft over his back, after buckling another one
around under his neck to hold his head up, and hitching
another thing on a thing that goes over his shoulders to
keep his head up when he is climbing a hill, and then
takes the slack of the thing which I mentioned a while
ago, and fetches it aft and makes it fast to the thing that
pulls the wagon, and hands the other things up to the
driver to steer with. I never have buckled up a horse
myself, but I do not think we do it that way.

Thanks to Jane Baell for supplying this find

So, how can you listen to the podcasts? Go to
www.horseradionetwork.com.
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Note that EOPDS has a Facebook page that
can be reached at:
https://www.facebook.com/EOPDS

Announcements
In Memoriam
Condolence to Ginette Laferriere, family and friends
whose husband, Pierre Racine passed away Jun. 23,
2017. Pierre and Ginette were long-time life members of
EOPDS.

NOTICE: Limerick Forest now has some trails
which are wide enough for carriage driving.
The main paved road through the forest is Forsythe
Road. Typhair Trail (it is also a 911 route) runs off
of Forsythe to Cooper Road. It is wide enough for
a carriage, and closer to the Cooper end there are
wide cross trails, recently built. Worth checking
out!

Some Carriage Clubs in Ontario and Western Quebec
Eastern Ontario Pleasure Driving Society
http://www.eopds.ca/
Ontario Carriage Driving Association
http://66.49.173.199/Drive%20Ontario/OCDA-Home.htm
Tri-County Carriage Association
http://66.49.173.199/Drive%20Ontario/TCCAEvents.htm
Eastern Ontario Miniature Horse Club
http://easternontariominiaturehorseclub.ca/
St-Lazare Carriage Driving Club
http://www.attelagestlazare.org/
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Out and About
Walnut Hill Carriage Driving 2017
by Maney McNeil
Some EOPDS members were out and about competing
at The carriage show at Walnut Hill in Pittsford, New
York, Although the grounds were pretty water logged
on arrival Monday, the weather co-operated with sunny
days helping to dry up the grounds,
Volunteering again this year were Wayne and Gwen
Byrne and Barry and Sandra Beach.
The exhibitors all had a good show with all bringing
home some ribbons.
Nicole Cable who had a very busy schedule showing
back to back classes.

Ken Pedlar showing his Welsh Cob Cross Beaverwood's
Henna

Nicole Cable and her son Anthony.
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Francois Bergeron had a good show with his large pony
a Morgan Cross and small single pony a palomino welsh
cross.

Beaverwood Farm was represented by Kirsten Brunner
showing her horse Beaverwood's Astilby a Welsh Cob X
Hanoverian.

Kilby Brunner-Deforest with her large single Welsh
pony Beaverwood's Topaz.

Mary and Ian Mulligan were very proud of their Welsh
Cob Goldhills Gingersnap (aka. Bella) ..
Unfortunately Samantha Guerin, Terry and Randy
Olmstead were unable to compete as The Olmstead's
Canadian horse Theo was injured before the show. We
wish Theo a speedy recovery.
Spectators were Margaret and Pat Monnelly and Maney
McNeil.
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Change Happens
by Mary Mulligan

Walnut Hill was a big success this year on two fronts.
Firstly, our horse, Goldhills Gingersnap (aka Bella) did
us proud. She got two seconds and a fifth in her first
show ever!

Nicole Cable did a wonderful job training her.
Secondly, we had five people interested in purchasing
her at the show and after much deliberation and many
tears we decided to part with her. She is going to an
amazing show home in Pennsylvania with Lisa Koehler
and best of all will continue training with Nicole who is
Lisa's coach. She will undoubtedly reach her true
potential with these ladies.
Bella is a very special horse but some things just come
into your life at the wrong time. I will always feel it was
a privilege to have owned her and will follow her career
with great interest.
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Unicorn Hitch and a Parade
by Hilary Beaty and Larry Poirier
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Social Drive August 28, 2017 at Mian
Farm
by Wendy Huckabone
We had wonderful weather for the Social Drive at Mian
Farm –so a big thank you to Ian and Mary Mulligan for
the use of their beautiful venue. The drive saw 11
hitches and 22 people taking part. Everyone hitched at
their leisure with some driving in the morning and some
in the afternoon and some driving both morning and
afternoon. Lunch was a bring your own affair with
water and drinks supplied by the club. Everyone
enjoyed the drive as well as the social after.
Below are some pictures of the drive:

We've been working on our unicorn hitch and the boys
(Timothy - lead, Pablo - off wheel and Franky - near
wheel) have been getting better each time we go out.

We went to Alexandria for the Canada day parade, July
1, and Upper Canada Village for the Horse Lovers
weekend parade, Sept 4.
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The Boss and his chauffeur

Social time after drive pictures:
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The boss and his underlings
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EOPDS Calendar of Events 2017*
DATE

EVENT

Oct 10 - 15

The National Drive and Ride

Oct 20 - 21

Martin’s Fall Auction

Nov 3 - 12

Royal Winter Fair

TBD

EOPDS Christmas Social

LOCATION
Kentucky Horse Park, Lexington,
Kentucky USA
80 Rocherty Rd, Lebanon, Pennsylvania
USA 17042
Exhibition Place, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada M6K 3C3
TBA

CONTACT
http://www.nationaldrive.net/
717-354-6671 or http://www.martinauctioneers.com/
http://www.royalfair.org/ info@royalfair.org
416-263-3400
TBA

*EOPDS Dates & Venues subject to change
EOPDS: Eastern Ontario Pleasure Driving Society
OCDA: Ontario Carriage Driving Association
TCCA: Tri-County Carriage Driving Association

SLCDC: St. Lazare Carriage Driving Club
OVLHA: Ottawa Valley Light Horse Association
CAA: Carriage Association of America

TBD: To Be Determined
TBA: To Be Announced
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Classifieds
(Please note that classifieds will be kept in newsletter for
four issues or removed by seller if requested)

For Sale: - Side Spring Pony Carriage for 13h-14h
pony. New rubber on the wheels. Excellent condition
and show ready. Very elegant. Box not included.
Located in Kemptville, Ontario 15 minutes north of the
US border at Ogdensburg NY. $3000 CDN Contact
Terry Olmstead 613-258-1472 or email at
fairsteadstable@gmail.com
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For Sale: - Cart - Wheels: 50.5" 57" apart
Shaft is 69" 38" at the widest 9" at the narrowest
Seat width 41"
Suitable for Clyde cross
Asking price $ 3,500.00
Contact Nadja Davidson at 613-836-2755 or
e-mail: nadja5@sympatico.ca
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Wanted: - Mini and/or small pony harness, carts or

For Sale: -

wagons. Will repair if required. Contact 613-292-6805

1) Walsh 60" fiberglass whip with a molded rubber
handle. $25
2) Fleece tail protector, new with tags, size medium 34
inches long - Fits 14.1 hand to 15.2 hand horse - $10
3) Metal slow moving vehicle sign (measures 14 X
~15.5" in size) $20
4) Bucket wrench to open supplement buckets, never
used - $10
5) Neoprene boot protectors, size small, probably fit size
5-8 boots, never used - $10
Contact Jennifer at rbluetrooper@gmail.com

For Sale: - McLaughlin road cart, circa 1900.
Completely restored ,never used since.
Asking $2000 dollars. For more information
Contact John at 905-648-1344 or
e-mail: john_sat@hotmail.com

For Sale: Vintage Irish jaunting car (aka side car, post
car, or jarvey depending on its purpose as a public
vehicle for hire or delivering mail to the outlying
districts in Ireland 100+ years ago, or for carrying
tourists in present day Killarney). Built in Smetwick,
England in 1893 and saw extensive use in Ireland before
finding its way to North America. Restored to its original
condition. Almost complete harness set included.
Asking price: $2000. Contact 613-863-0423 or
tioconnor@sympatico.ca
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For Sale: 4-seater Ralli Cart with curved shafts made
in 1885, in Montreal for a priest. Very good condition,
asking $3500. Fits horse from 15.2h to 17h. Contact
Hilary Beaty, 613-932-1445 or h.beaty1@gmail.com
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EOPDS Contact:
Drive Ontario offers free advertising to all who are
members of Drive Ontario, which includes EOPDS
members. Contact DriveOntarioClassifieds@xplornet.ca
to post an ad or view ads at www.driveontario.ca

William (Bill) Gardner, President
5318 Sand Rd.,
Vars, Ontario
K0A 3H0

gardner.eopds@gmail.com 613-835-9807
Membership Notice: Participants in club events
must have a current membership. Send proof of
insurance with the signed renewal and waiver
forms (available at http://www.eopds.ca/ )
Fees: Individual $30, Family $40
Mail to: Barry Beach, EOPDS Treasurer,
1894 March Road, Kanata, ON K2W 0G4

Telephone: 613-839-2127

Barry Beach
(Treasurer):

613-839-2127

Regina Loubier
(Vice President / Secretary): 613-258-4305
Directors
Samantha Guerin
Wendy Huckabone
Maney McNeil
Margaret Monnelly

613-894-8095
613-258-2961
613-347-2541
613-825-3853

Past President
Note that EOPDS has a Facebook page that can
be reached at:
https://www.facebook.com/EOPDS

Terry Olmstead

613-258-1472

Send articles and classified items for the next
newsletter to:
Wendy Huckabone
R.R. #1, 1001 Floyd Rd.,
Kemptville, ON
K0G 1J0
Email: wendy.huckabone@ripnet.com
Telephone: 613-258-2961
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